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					Loop Design Powerhouse
				

								    
				        
				            Watch Trailer
				        
				    

							

		

	





	
		
		    

			
				
				    

						Enter the FX matrix!
					

					
					    Looperator chops up your audio and turns it into something new. In the process, you can dispose of the classics like Filters and Reverbs, but also trippy Loop and Vinyl manipulations. Looperator makes you sound as if you worked on your track for hours and hours and really all it took was a click of a button.
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					Key Features
				

    		

		

		
		    

			
			    	16-Step Sample Slicer
	Looper with Reverse Mode
	Time Stretch & Talkbox Filter
	Recall presets with MIDI notes




			
			    	Independent Control for left/right Channel
	Unlimited Undo/Redo
	Intelligent Random
	5 Parameters per effect and step
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					Patterns over your sound
				

				
					Plug in and let loose!
				

												    
					    Looperator unites two concepts: you can re-arrange the material with the Slicer and place effects with surgical precision. Right from the start, we aimed at a tool that is easy to handle and produces favourable results.
					    				    

				    								    
					    The preset tools make creating of rolls, loops and stutter edits, that can be fiddly to build in a DAW, a matter of a few mouse clicks.
					    				    

				    								    
					    And when inspiration has left the room, the smart random algorithms with detailed programming options will generate sequences with a high chance of sounding balanced and useable.
					    				    

				    								    
					    Rob via Plugin Boutique actually made the best introductory video:
					    				    

				    																				    				
    					
    					    Watch Tutorial (04:20)
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					Hands-on control
				

				
					Extensive MIDI integration & modest on your CPU
				

												    
					    Looperator can be triggered in sync with the DAW’s transport controls, or via notes from a MIDI track. In a classic DJ setup, it syncs to your DJ software.
					    				    

				    								    
					    You can assign complete effect sequences to MIDI notes – this way you can trigger individual patterns. This gives you plenty of flexibility when it comes to applying magic to audio signals in a live environment.
					    				    

				    								    
					    Find a boring drum loop! In under a minute, you’ll have something sounding not only completely different, but truly compelling.
					    				    

				    								    
					    It's undemanding on your resources, so running a number of instances and incorporating the results into a broader project is a truly effortless process.
					    				    

				    																				    				
    					
    					    Watch Walkthrough (02:00)
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					User Steps
				

				
					The beauty of under the hood editing power
				

												    
					    Despite its simple interface, Looperator is a surprisingly deep plug-in if you really dig in.
					    				    

				    								    
					    Each effect holds its individual parameters (5 settings), each of which can be controlled by one of 20 selectable and adjustable envelope shapes, a simple automation-ready parameter dial, an envelope follower, or a randomizer.
					    				    

				    								    
					    Much of the time, you won't need to go any further than the ready-made steps, but when you do, the four user-defined steps per track give you full and precise control of vital effect parameters on a per-step basis.
					    				    

				    								    
					    When it comes to animating lively sequences on a detailed level, the possibilities are literally endless.
					    				    

				    																				    				
    					
    					    Watch Tutorial (03:35)
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					Free Signal Flow
				

				
					Dynamics and Depth
				

												    
					    The processing chain runs from top to bottom and you can alter the order of the six lanes by a simple vertical drag–and–drop.
					    				    

				    								    
					    If, for example, the Slicer is below FX1, then the results of FX1 will be included in the slices as you sequence them—after which they'll be filtered, looped and processed through FX2 and the envelopes.
					    				    

				    								    
					    Each effect module has an individual dry/wet and the global mix control boasts 6 different setups. 
					    				    

				    								    
					    All UI elements put the spotlight on the task at hand and directly respond to every user action with visual feedback. 
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					In other words: Go outside and Play!
				

				
					Take a peek at the manual - or don't.
				

												    
					    Don't overthink it! Looperator allows unlimited undo steps. This security encourages experimentation. Silence your critical voice, paint some patterns, and when it sounds good, save the preset.
					    				    

				    								    
					    Features and logic will become apparent through use and you'll hear for yourself that Looperator's output of new ideas from the first moment is intoxicating.
					    				    

				    								    
					    From subtle enhancements to spectacular effect pyrotechnics: Looperator's expressive potential quickly approaches the character of an instrument.
					    				    

				    																							

		

	





	
		
			
				
					Videos
				

								    
					    Rob from Dodge & Fusky made 3 tutorials on Looperator. The last two videos show some action - there's a full series of these on our youtube Channel.
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            					Basic Workflow (05:06)
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            					Custom Steps (06:15)
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            					MIDI Triggers (03:23)
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            					Overview by PB (09:09)
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            					Demo (06:18)
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            					Sync with Traktor (03:42)
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            					Scratching (00:45)
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            					Rearranging (00:47)
            				

            				            			

            			    	                	        

    	    	    	





	
		
			
				
					
					        					    
    										

					
						
							Sounds & Presets
						

                        
				           Rearrange your groove!
                        

                        									                
			                    Looperator comes with over 300 presets, ready to instantly transform your sounds. The factory library is categorised, making it easy to tell at a glance what sort of sonic role each set of patches is best suited to. 
			                    					            					        

			            			                
			                    Here's a run-down of all the categories. In each example, you'll hear an unprocessed loop followed by the same loop again with Looperator brought to bear on it.
			                    					            					        

			            					

				

			

		

	





	
		
			
				
					Looperator Downloads
				

				
					Version 1.1.1 (What's new)
					
					

                        
                            
                                
                                    ×
                                    What's new

                                

                                
                                    v1.1.1
	Native AAX Apple Silicon support

v1.1.0
	Migration from VST2 to VST3 issues fixed

v1.0.9
	VST3 plug-in standard support

v1.0.8
	Fixed a bug with keyboard shortcuts when plugin window is in focus

v1.0.7
	Native Apple Silicon support

v1.0.6
	Minor bug fix

v1.0.5
	Crashes in FL Studio fixed

v1.0.4
	32-bit support dropped

v1.0.3
	GUI resize option added
	Minor bug fixes

v1.0.2
	MIDI program change improved
	Logic compatibility problem fixed

v1.0.0
	Initial release
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					macOS
				

				
				    				        Requires macOS 10.13 or higher

				    				        Audio Unit, VST2, VST3, AAX, Standalone

				    				

				
					
					     Download Demo
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					Windows
				

				
									        Requires Windows 7 or higher

				    				        VST2, VST3, AAX, Standalone

				    				

				
					
					     Download Demo
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					Manual
				

				
					English
									        

				    				        

				    				

				
					
					     Download Manual
                    
				

			

		

		
			
				
					All Sugar Bytes plug-ins are available as 64-bit versions for Windows and Mac (Intel and Apple Silicon).
				

			

		

	





	
		
			
				
					Reviews
				

			

		

		
			
				
					”Following in the footsteps of earlier works, Looperator provides significant improvements in effect quality, user interface, interactivity, and overall user experience.”
				

			    				    Audio News Room

							

			
				
					”It's a joy to edit the sequences, and the extensive randomization features make it super easy to get exciting things happening in no time at all. The perfect tool to inject your projects with a shot of fresh creative juice.”
				

								    Ask Audio

							

							
				
					”Whether you want simple filter effects, tempo–sync’ed delays, DJ–style tape stops, stutter effects, slice–based beat manipulation or all of these things together, Looperator can deliver.”
				

								    Sound on Sound

							

			
				
					”The speed with which it can be used to create builds and edits (in both individual tracks and full mixes) should make it a go-to tool for any electronically minded arranger.”
				

								    computer music

							

		

	






	
		
			
				
					Products
				

				
				Sugar Bundle
                                                        Effectrix2
                                                                            Graindad
                                                                            Nest
                                                                            DrumComputer
                                                                            Aparillo
                                                                            Obscurium
                                                                            Turnado
                                                                            Factory
                                                                            WOW2
                                            
        				    show more...
        				

        				
        			                                                        Looperator
                                                                            Egoist
                                                                            Cyclop
                                                                            Guitarist
                                                                            Consequence
                                                                            Thesys
                                                                            Unique
                                                                            Effectrix
                                                                            
                                    				

			

			
				
					Mobile
				

				                    DrumComputer for iPad
                                    Factory for iPad
                                    Aparillo for iPad
                                    Egoist for iPad
                                    Effectrix for iPad
                                    Looperator for iPad
                                    WOW2 for iPad
                                    Cyclop for iPad
                                    Turnado for iPad
                                    Unique for iPad
                                    Thesys for iPad
                                    Unique for iPhone
                                    
                			

			
				
					Follow Us
				

				Facebook
				Twitter
				YouTube
				Instagram
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